Assessing Suitability of Depleted Fields for Enhanced Oil Recovery in West Virginia
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385 Million Years Ago

Depleted oil fields in West Virginia with reservoir depth greater
than 2500ft (miscible flood) and/or reservoir pressure exceeding
1000psi. These fields would be targets for tertiary recovery via
miscible CO2 floods.

Study area with fields of interest and axes of
regional anticlines and synclines.

Detailed subsea structure contour map of the study area.
Datum is base of the Gordon interval. C.I. = 100 ft.

HISTORICAL PHOTOS

Stratigraphic nomenclature and depositional
relationship for reservoirs included in the study.
Modified from WVGES Vol. 25, 1996.
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Paleogeographic reconstructions showing tectonics controlling Upper Devonian deposition. West Virginia was situated in a foreland basin setting south of the paleoequator.

RESERVOIR PARAMETERS

PRODUCTION STATISTICS

Initial vs. Current Fluid Saturations
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OOIP (bbl) to cumulative oil (A) and detailed production for Upper Devonian conventional reservoirs
from the onset of modern secondary recovery efforts in 1990 (B). OOIP values were taken from the TORIS database
and Whieldon, Jr. and Eckert (1963). See reference section for details.
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To aid with correlation across the study area, the Gordon sandstone has been separated into three intervals: A, B and C (deepest to shallowest, respectively). Cross-section datum is base of the Gordon interval.
The Gordon ‘C’ interval becomes more isolated westward across the study area. It is commonly referred to as the “Gordon Stray” in the Jacksonburg-Stringtown field, where it is the main target for oil production.
Summary data taken from TORIS and Whieldon, Jr. and Eckard (1963)
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